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The measure was overwhelmingly supported by both parties, and passed by a margin of to 35, but future Chief
of Staff and U. At the time, a present or absent call of the names of representatives averaged 25 minutes, and
Rumsfeld and Taft asked for attendance to be taken a record 45 times. In , almost all roll calls were eliminated
with the introduction of an electronic voting system for members of Congress to register their choices
simultaneously. Leonard Whiting and Olivia Hussey , both teenagers at the time of filming, played the title
role, marking the first time that the actors were close to the age of the characters portrayed. Rogers Caldwell ,
78, American businessman and banker nicknamed "The J. Morgan of the South"; Caldwell lost most of his
wealth in the Wall Street crash of October 9 , Wednesday [ edit ] A year old girl became the first Jew since the
13th Century to enter the tombs of the Biblical patriarchs beneath the Cave of the Patriarchs at Machpelah in
Hebron , which had been captured by Israel in the Six-Day War. When the QUB students reached police lines,
as cameras were filming, the 2, protesters then sat down in the streets in a show of civil disobedience. When
informed of the honor, the year old jurist reportedly laughed and asked, "Already? Pete Docter , American
film director known for Monsters, Inc. Louis Cardinals , completing an unlikely comeback after having lost 3
of the first 4 games before winning the last three. Senate, the Gun Control Act of â€” "the first major firearms
control act passed by Congress in 30 years" â€” was passed by the U. House of Representatives, The new law
prohibited the all sales of guns and ammunition by mail order a method used by Lee Harvey Oswald to obtain
a rifle and limited over-the-counter gun sales to "qualified purchasers". Bart Brentjens , Dutch mountain biker,
gold medalist in the Olympics and in the world mountain biking championships; in Haelen October 11 , Friday
[ edit ] Live from the Apollo capsule Apollo 7 , the first American manned space mission with three
astronauts, was launched from Cape Kennedy at The move came after Arias had declined to honor an
agreement with National Guard commander Vallarino. Pinilla was sworn in as the new President of Panama.
Although still referred to as the Summer Olympics , the games were the second in a row to be held in the
autumn. Hugh Jackman , Australian film and stage actor, known popularly for his portrayal of Wolverine in
nine feature films; in Sydney October 13 , Sunday [ edit ] The new Michigan International Speedway , located
a few miles south of the small town of Brooklyn, Michigan , held its first auto race, the Michigan , near the
end of the USAC Championship Car season. Ronnie Bucknum got the checkered flag for his first and only
victory. Hines , , U. Guards at a prison farm in Cummins, Arkansas fired into a crowd of about 70 inmates
who had refused to go to work in the fields until their demands were met, wounding 24 of them. An editorial
in the party newspaper Red Flag was read aloud over Peking Radio, and referred to Liu only by an epithet.
The declaration of proletarian victory is therefore not just a claim, but a fact. Wallace on its ballots for the
November 5 U. Director Russ Meyer voluntarily gave his film an X rating, limiting the film to adults only, 17
days before the MPAA system of ratings was introduced. The Kingdom of Bhutan , located in the Himalayan
Mountains, inaugurated its first ever airport. The craft would finally be recovered on September 1, President
Johnson held a telephone conference call simultaneously with all three of the major U. Louis , and George
Wallace was in Los Angeles. Appearing on behalf of the U. Senate had voted "to provide Mrs. Kennedy with
Secret Service protection until her death or until she remarries. John Lennon was taken by London police to
the Paddington Green police station on charges of possession of cannabis and obstructing a police search, in
"the first arrest of a member of the Beatles, the most successful entertainers in the history of British show
business". Lee Tracy , 70, American film actor "whose machinegun delivery typified the breezy spirit of the
talkies when sound came to the movies". The four ministers handled all the tasks of the 16 ministries of the
government. The " Fosbury Flop " became the standard for high jumping. The Japanese Beheiren group had
arranged simultaneous rallies in locations throughout the station. An estimated 60, commuters were at
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Shinjuku, unable to leave while rioters broke windows, tore up the interiors of train cars, and trashed the
station. Tokyo riot police finally dispersed the crowd in and around the station after midnight, using fire hoses
and tear gas. Nixon telephoned his closest aide and future Chief of Staff H. Anything RN can do. Farrell
discovered the note in Apollo 7 , the first space mission where the entire crew had the common cold, ended its
day mission with a descent made worse by painful pressure in the astronauts ears and sinuses. With the crew
having proven the success of the maneuvers necessary for releasing and then redocking between an orbiting
ship and the manned lunar module, the capsule safely landed in the Atlantic Ocean north of Puerto Rico at 8:
Navy helicopter hovering overhead. During his flight, on re-entry, Dana reached a maximum speed of Mach 5.
According to a report filed with the U. According to the Air Force summary, "Fourteen other people in
separate locations also reported sighting a similar object". In order to avoid confusion between the different
pronunciations of "lead" the verb lead and the dense substance lead , the spelling was altered to "led".
Beregovoi Soviet cosmonaut Georgi Beregovoi , 47, became the oldest person up to that time to be launched
into outer space, as the U. Beregovoi was rumored to be on a mission to go into lunar orbit [] Instead,
Beregovoi remained in Earth orbit and performed a rendezvous but not a docking with the unmanned Soyuz 2
spacecraft. After 61 orbits, Soyuz 3 returned safely to Earth on October One reporter noted that "The problem
games, as they came to be known, had been brought off successfullyâ€” more successfully in fact, than by any
other host," and added, "Competitively, this has been the greatest Olympics in history. Incredible feats have
necessitated practically rewriting the entire amateur record book," with 20 world records broken. The United
States won the most medals 45 gold, overall with the Soviet Union in second place 29 gold, 91 in all. In the
largest anti-American protest in British history, a crowd of 30, demonstrators marched through London near
the U. Lise Meitner , 89, Austrian physicist and co-discoverer, with Otto Hahn, of the process of nuclear
fission in uranium; however, she was denied the Nobel Prize in Chemistry that went to Hahn for the discovery
in In , chemical element meitnerium Mt was named in her honor. Syrian President Nureddin al-Atassi then
assumed that office as well and formed a cabinet, and would perform both jobs until his overthrow on
November 13, Along the way, 23 civilians and 40 South Korean soldiers were killed by the invaders before of
the North Koreans were killed and seven captured. Only three were able to escape back to the north.
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On 21 December , the remainder of the squadron aircraft and aircrews were sent to NAS Quonset Point for
similar refits, followed by one week of specialized training in the use of the searchlight in night attacks on
enemy submarines. The movement was completed with the arrival of the last aircraft on 4 March VB came
under the administrative control of FAW at that time. A detachment of three crews and aircraft was sent to
Agadir, French Morocco, for familiarization flights in the combat zone. The first combat patrols commenced
on 18 March A second detachment of six aircraft and crews was sent to Gibraltar , arriving on the 30th, and
ready for operational patrols on 1 May The lack of enemy contacts led to the return of four crews and aircraft
to Port Lyautey on 7 June , leaving two crews and one aircraft at Gibraltar for contingencies. The mission of
this detachment was to protect Allied shipping from enemy U-boats during the Invasion of Normandy. By 9
July , the detachment had increased by arrival of three additional searchlight-equipped aircraft. On 24 July ,
two aircraft from the Dunkeswell detachment arrived to supplement the group. Movement of all equipment,
supplies, personnel and aircraft was completed by 28 July The Azores detachment came under the
administrative control of FAW The first operational combat mission ever flown from neutral Portuguese
territory took place on 1 August Britain, being a long-standing ally of Portugal, was allowed to establish an
air base on the Azores in Although the airfield could be used as a staging post by U. The detachment
remaining in the U. Tour completion and crew rotation was imminent for the squadron. In order to provide
enough aircraft and experienced aircrews for replacement crew training, the Dunkeswell detachment was
reduced to four aircrews and four aircraft, with the remainder sent to supplement the Lajes Field detachment.
Replacement crews began arriving in the Azores on 8 December , and personnel went into the squadron night
searchlight training program. The four aircraft and crews left at Dunkeswell rejoined the squadron on 14
February Orders were received to established a squadron detachment of six aircraft and seven crews for
hurricane reconnaissance at NAS Boca Chica , Key West, Florida. The aircraft departed Azores for Florida on
31 May October â€” November With this move the squadron came under the operational control of FAW In
actual fact, most flight activity involved mail and passenger transport, search and rescue and special flights as
assigned by ComNavEastLantMed. Russia and its East German ally closed Berlin to all traffic except for
specified air lanes. The western allied air forces began the Berlin Airlift of supplies to sustain the beleaguered
city. The airlift soon became known as Operation Vittles. VP-HL-6 flew numerous missions to bring medical
supplies to airfields in the Allied Zone of Occupation where they were then transferred to unarmed transport
aircraft flying missions into Berlin. The blockade was lifted in May Days later, a Swedish fishing vessel
picked up a life vest identified as coming from the missing aircraft. Shortly after, the Russians published a
note of protest accusing the missing aircraft of violating international law by crossing the Soviet border and
exchanging fire with Soviet fighter aircraft the Privateer was unarmed. Fette and his crew of four officers and
six enlisted were never accounted for, and were presumed to be among the first casualties of the Cold War.
Unconfirmed reports stated that the missing crew members were recovered from the sea after being shot down
and forwarded to the KGB for interrogation. Their ultimate fates have never been determined. The copilot and
four crew members were killed in the crash. During the deployment VP became the first patrol squadron to fly
all 12 aircraft over the North Pole. The squadron was the first to operate from the base in nearly a decade. On
23 October , VP deployed the detachment to NAS Key West , Florida, to help maintain the quarantine of Cuba
by preventing Soviet Bloc vessels from bringing in intermediate range missiles and long-range bombers. VP
supplied one aircraft and crew for a month to work with U. The SP-2E aircraft was reconfigured to function as
a jump platform for Special Forces parachutists during day and night jumps at high altitude. October â€” 5
January During the deployment squadron personnel had the unique experience of viewing up close the newly
formed volcanic island of Syrtlindur, a subsurface volcano that rose from the sea in July The squadron lost
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two aircraft during the deployment. Meglio, crashed at sea with the loss of the entire crew of CAC During the
deployment the Black September events occurred in Jordan and VP averaged two sorties each day in the
eastern Mediterranean from 10 September to 22 October , when the situation stabilized. As well as flying a
starred tail cap on their aircraft, over men and women from VP undertook the exterior renovation of the
Pejepscot Museum in Brunswick, Maine. September found VP deployed to several strategic locations
throughout the North Atlantic. In March , VP began transitioning from the P-3B to the P-3C Update II which
incorporated the latest in avionics and weapons systems, including a turret-mounted infrared detection device
that lowered out of the nose to identify targets day or night and AGMA Harpoon missile capability. This
marked the first time since that an East Coast patrol squadron deployed to Southeast Asia. The detachment at
Diego Garcia was in response to the Soviet buildup of military forces in the Persian Gulf. VP again deployed
to Kadena, Japan in January During this time VP operated with units of the Seventh Fleet in the Western
Pacific and Indian Ocean, and on several occasions operated simultaneously from every Seventh Fleet
deployment site. The squadron also supported sixteen operational detachments to England, Ascension Island,
NAS Sigonella , Sicily, Turkey, and Africa, at one point maintaining a detachment for 11 consecutive weeks.
Over the Adriatic Sea VP enforced the embargo against the former Yugoslavia in the first continuous armed
patrols in the Mediterranean since World War II , carrying live torpedoes and Maverick missiles. The
squadron also was among the first to conduct Electro-Optic surveillance patrols overland and to visit emerging
Eastern European democracies. VP was awarded the Joint Meritorious Unit Commendation for meritorious
service in support of Operation Desert Calm, United Nations sanctions against the former Republic of
Yugoslavia, and operations with deployed marine amphibious readiness groups and carrier battle groups from
September to February VP completed the first ever live Maverick warshot by an operational P-3 squadron.
VP flew over 85 hours in six days in support of this effort, during which two people were rescued after their
vessel sank. The crews at NAS Keflavik had the highest total contact time on "real world" submarines among
all US maritime patrol squadrons in the preceding four years. During the IDTC the squadron prepared for the
next deployment, training both maintenance personnel and aircrew. The Caribbean detachment tracked
suspected narcotics traffickers both in the air and on the sea. VP conducted many detachments to Manta ,
Ecuador to carry the counter-narcotics mission to the Eastern Pacific. The s Edit VP attained , mishap-free
flight hours in over 38 years as of â€”a worldwide record encompassing all types of aviation, civilian and
military. In preparation for its next Mediterranean deployment, VP trained all 12 aircrews in the new P-3C
Update III AIP Anti-surface-warfare Improvement Program aircraft with state-of-the-art improvements in
command, control, communications, and intelligence; surveillance; and survivability. The squadron received
its first AIP aircraft in September Over the course of six months at NAS Sigonella, VP flew more than 5,
mishap-free operational hours, achieving a 93 percent sortie completion rate. Following the September 11
attacks , VP set a heightened state of readiness and supported the war on terrorism by taking part in various
homeland defense operations. Aircrews took part in missions ranging from armed surface combat air patrol in
the Strait of Gibraltar to SRO[ Clarification needed ] to the "Wars on Drugs and Terrorism". The firefighters
presented the command a cross, fabricated of steel from the World Trade Center , as well as a photograph of
the tragedy. On 7 April, two VP crews and maintenance support personnel departed for the Mediterranean to
participate in the Iraq War. On 16 April, VP officially assumed the duties of the ready squadron. On this basis,
the squadron was the safest organization throughout all military and civilian aviation, flying over , hours
without a mishap since , when a P-2E Neptune caught fire and exploded during a ground maintenance engine
check. VP participated for 2 weeks and flew more than 75 hours in the exercise, which had been moved off the
coast of Florida[ Clarification needed ] because of Hurricane Isabel. In addition, the squadron flew escort
missions through the Strait of Gibraltar, escorting USNR ships, ensuring that the sea lines of communication
remained open. During the remainder of VP continued training. VP surpassed 42 years of mishap-free flying,
totaling over , hours in August. In December, two crews from VP joined VP as the first reserve crews to be
part of an active squadron. The squadron returned to Brunswick in June In VP surpassed , hours of
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mishap-free flying. An interdeployment training cycle with surge detachments to the Fifth Fleet AOR
consumed most of the year. That homeport change was executed in January
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The only submarine of the class built to the original Project design. The keel was laid on 24 September
Launched on 9 August First underway on nuclear power 4 June Launched 1 September Commissioned 26
December Soviet submarine K-8 Laid down 9 September Launched 31 May Commissioned 31 December
On 12 April , after four days on the surface, K-8 sank returning from patrol and participation in the large scale
"Okean" naval exercise. This was the first loss of a Soviet nuclear-powered submarine. K-8 sank with four
nuclear torpedoes on board at a depth of 4, m Bay of Biscay [ citation needed ]. There were also three small
incidents with K-8 whilst on patrol before breakdowns of steam generators in â€” K Edit K was laid down on
2 September , launched on 16 August , and commissioned 30 December K entered service with the Northern
Fleet given to th separate brigade of nuclear submarines, based in Malaya Lopatka of Zapadnaya Litsa Fjord
on 31 August The submarine performed 9 cruises in passed 1, miles up-top and 11, miles submerged ,
including patrol mission in Atlantic Ocean. In view of reforming of submarine units K was given to 3rd
division of nuclear submarines which was a part of 1st submarine flotilla in January The submarine performed
4 cruises in passed 1, miles up-top and 1, miles submerged. The first experimental discharging of reactor cores
directly in the naval base was made on K in The reactor compartment was replaced in because of a
breakdown of reactor protection systems. The submarine performed under-ice cruise from the Northern Fleet
to the Pacific Ocean Fleet between 30 August and 17 September , K resurfaced 19 times at the North Pole for
searches the Soviet research drifting station SP to apply medical aid to one of the expeditionists from the
station. Captain of K captain 1st rank D. Golubev and commander of the 3rd division of nuclear submarines
chief officer on board captain 1st rank N. Ignatov were awarded with the Hero of the Soviet Union for that
Arctic cruise. K was given to 10th submarine division based in Krasheninnikov Bay which was a part of 15th
submarine squadron of the Red Banner Pacific Fleet. The submarine performed 4 patrol missions days in â€”
and it was under medium repair between December and March K performed 3 patrol missions days in â€”,
participated in training cruises in â€” On 12 February a fire took place in a hold of VII compartment during
maintenance work in the naval base, the fire was brought under control using submarine chemical smothering
arrangement but one man was lost. She was laid up in Postovaya Bay Sovetskaya Gavan as of K performed
14 long-range cruises and passed , miles 22, operational hours since placed in service. K Edit K was laid down
on 2 April and launched on 18 June K entered service with the Northern Fleet given to 3rd division of nuclear
submarines which was a part of 1st submarine flotilla, based in Malaya Lopatka of Zapadnaya Litsa Fjord on
28 November The submarine performed an Arctic cruise that year passed 2, miles up-top and 3, miles
submerged and launched four torpedoes to determine a size of an ice-hole after explosion and a possibility to
surface there. K performed long-range cruise between 24 March and 14 May 51 days, passed 10, miles
including 8, miles submerged , patrol mission to the Norwegian Sea and North Atlantic according to plan
"Ograda" "Protective fence" between 23 April and 21 May , patrol mission in Barents Sea in , 3 patrol
missions in â€” days total. Three interim overhauls were made in â€”, â€” including refueling in and â€” In , K
was given to 17th submarine division which was a part of 11th submarine flotilla based in Gremikha. The
submarine performed 4 patrol missions in â€” days total and combat training cruises in â€” K was
decommissioned from the order of battle in K passed , miles 22, operational hours since placed in service.
Soviet submarine K K was laid down on 31 October , launched on 1 September , and commissioned 30
December K entered service with the Northern Fleet given to 3rd division of nuclear submarines which was a
part of 1st submarine flotilla, based in Malaya Lopatka of Zapadnaya Litsa Fjord on 16 March In November
the sail failure of fuel pins was detected during the scheduled repair in Severodvinsk and it was decided to
refuel both reactors. On 7 February the ejection of radioactive steam took place during the lift of a reactor
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cover. Crewmembers were evacuated from the reactor compartment, the reactor cover was lowered down and
naval staff was informed about the accident. Arrived naval specialists came to the wrong conclusion that
deterioration of radiation environment was only a result of emission of high-active reactor water and they
allowed to continue refueling. On 12 February the ejection of radioactive steam took place again during the
second lift of the reactor cover because of inaccurate following operational instruction, crewmembers
overwatched the procedure were evacuated from the reactor compartment and the reactor cover was lowered
down. The uncontrolled reactor with unclear position of its cover remained unwatched during 4 hours when a
fire occurred. The attempts to extinguish the fire in the reactor compartment with the use of fresh water and
CO2 fire extinguishers were not successful so shipyard fire fighting vehicles filled the reactor compartment
with tons of outside water. About tons of that radioactive water spread over another submarine compartments
through burnt-out sealings and deteriorated the radiation environment in a work area significantly, 7 men were
exposed to radiation. The only possible decision was to remove the contaminated reactor compartment and to
install a new one. K performed five patrol missions in â€” days. The submarine was modernized between
November â€” September and given to 17th submarine division of 11th submarine flotilla based in Gremikha
in K performed four patrol missions in â€” days and five patrol missions in â€” days. The submarine was
decommissioned from the order of battle on 19 April She was laid up in Gremikha as of K passed , miles 29,
operational hours since placed in service. In the submarine performed a long-range cruise 51 days to Atlantic
equatorial zone for the first time for Soviet Navy. She was under current repairs between October and
September K together with K Project submarine for the first time in the world performed submerged voyage
from the Northern Fleet to the Pacific Ocean Fleet via Drake Strait under the general command of Rear
Admiral A. K passed around 21, miles for 52 days of that voyage. K performed 2 patrol missions days total in
â€”, 2 patrol missions 93 days total in â€”, 1 patrol mission 48 days in and 1 patrol mission in â€” The
submarine was decommissioned from the order of battle on 30 May K passed , miles 21, operational hours
since placed in service. K Laid down 4 April , launched 22 October , and commissioned 31 December K Edit
Decommissioned submarine K renamed as B in in Gremikha Bay of Barents Sea, 28 August â€” ready for
towing to the shipyard for scrapping On 30 August , the submarine K sank during stormy weather while being
towed to the shipyard in Snezhnogorsk, Murmansk Oblast for scrapping K was decommissioned in [2]. Nine
sailors died in the accident and one was rescued. K performed 9 missions and passed , miles since June Was
located next to K during the nuclear fuel accident during 10 August As a result of the accident, K was also
deemed damaged beyond repair and decommissioned. K accident update K Edit K was laid down on 14
February using some mechanisms and equipment from unfinished submarine of project PA , launched on 16
December , and commissioned 17 July K entered service with the Northern Fleet given to 3rd division of
nuclear submarines which was a part of 1st submarine flotilla, based in Malaya Lopatka of Zapadnaya Litsa
Fjord on 6 August The submarine was given to 17th submarine division based in Gremikha in 17th submarine
division became a part of 11th submarine flotilla in The submarine performed a number of cruises including
participation in naval exercise "Ograda" Protective fence during 4 March â€” 4 April , patrol mission in North
Atlantic in July , two patrol missions days in â€”, one patrol mission in 51 days , one patrol mission in
December â€” January Besides combat duties K took place in training cruises and tests of new equipment
also. Refueling was made in September during a medium repair. K was renamed as K in She was
decommissioned from the operational order of battle on 19 April and stored at Gremikha Bay. Between 3 and
6 September the submarine was transported by heavy lift ship Transshelf belonged to Dutch Dockwise
Shipping B. K covered , miles 24, operational hours since placed in service.
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